LEARN TO PLAY

S

IX HYMNS IN SIX DAY

S

Week One
And you
don’t need to
know anything
about music !!

Learn over
130 Hymns and Children Songbook Songs
plus
Free Internet Video Instructions
keyboard templates
music flash cards

by David John Potter
& Reid Nibley
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Six Hymns in Six Days

WEEK ONE
Day 1

Day 2

Sitting at the Piano
Middle C
Names of the Keys
Hand Position
Three Basic Chords
Left Hand FUN
Hymn: “Silent Night” (left hand only)
Fun Songs

Review of Day One
Helps for Learning the Notes and Keys
Reading the Notes
Fingering
Step, Skip or Repeat
Fun for the Right Hand
Hands Together
Daily Review
Hymn: “Lord, Dismiss Us” (left hand only)

Day 3

Day 4

Review
Three New Notes (A,B,C)
Reading Rhythms
Time Signatures
Daily Review
Hymn: “Jesus, Once of Humble Birth”

Three New Notes (D,E,F)
How to Remember Note Names
Learning More Rhythms
Daily Review
Hymn: “Silent Night”
Hymn: “Lord, Dismiss Us”

Day 5
Introductions for the Hymns
FERMATA
The Pedals
Daily Review
Hymn: “Come Unto Jesus”
Hymn: “Hope of Israel”

Day 6
Thumb Under
The Up-beat
Dotted Eighth & Sixteenth Notes
Daily Review
Hymn: “God Be With You”
Final Thoughts

Day 7
“A Hymn a Day” / Final Thoughts
Additional Hymns:
1. Secret Prayer
2. We Thank Thee, O God, For a Prophet
3. Redeemer of Israel
4. Come, Ye Children of the Lord
5. Sweet Hour of Prayer
6. The Lord, My Pasture Will Prepare
7. Come Unto Jesus
Templates / Flash Cards / Additional Exercises
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LEARN TO PLAY

S

IX HYMNS IN SIX DAY

S

Day One
Sitting at the Piano
Middle “C”
Names of the Keys
Hand Position
The Three Basic Chords
Left Hand FUN
Today’s Hymn: Silent Night
Fun Songs
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Here’s what you
will learn today!

Day 1

Sitting at the Piano
Sit facing the keyboard – it’s easier to play this way !!

LIKE THIS ☺

NOT LIKE THIS 

NOT LIKE THIS 
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Day 1

See if you can find Middle C
on your keyboard.

Middle C
Look at the picture below.
See how the black keys come in groups of twos and threes.
Middle C is always just to the left of the two(2) black keys directly in front you.

Going DOWN (lower)

Going UP (higher)

The keys below Middle C are in the BASS.
(not the basement)

The keys above Middle C are in the TREBLE.
(not the trouble)

You play these with the LEFT hand.

You play these with the RIGHT hand
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Day 1

A,B,C,D,E,F,G

Names of the Keys
Look at the keyboard below.
The keys are named after the letters of the alphabet from A to G
and then start over again with A ... and again … and again …
Notice that the black notes are in groups of 2 and 3 …
These will help you learn the names of the white notes ……………………….

OCTAVE
Notice where all the A’s fit within the groups of three(3) black keys.
From one A to the next, either up or down, is called an OCTAVE.
You can make an OCATAVE from any white key by counting eight(8) white keys UP or DOWN.

For FUN

.
Go to your Keyboard and find all the A’s on the keyboard (use the picture for a guide if you need to).
Do the same for every B,

C, D, E, F, and G.

You DO NOT need to memorize the names of the keys right now.
Just repeat the FOR FUN game every day for six days
and you will know them in no time!
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You will only use your
Left Hand today ☺

Day 1

Hand Position
Put your LEFT HAND on the white keys. Now you’re almost ready to play!
(Be sure to trim your fingernails so they won’t get caught in the cracks between the keys!)

Look at the picture and you will see where to put your fingers for a good HAND POSITION.
Notice that each finger has its own number (little finger = 5 … midldle finger = 3 …. thumb = 1)

Put your little finger (no. 5) on the C
an octave below Middle C. The other
fingers each go on a white key as you
see in the picture.

Your WRIST should be relaxed –
Not stiff and not floppy.

Try playing each key one at a time.
This may feel a bit awkward – like
riding a bicycle for the first time – but
with repetition it will come to feel
natural.

You are now ready to play!
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Day 1

Three Basic Chords
A CHORD is a combination of any number of keys played together at the same time.

You will need to learn only THREE BASIC CHORDS to be able to play ALL the hymns in this book.
Here are the chords: the C Chord, the G Chord and the F Chord.
Note that each chord has its own color to make it easier to remember!

The C Chord
Chord
Look at the picture and you will see where to put the fingers of your left hand for the C Chord.
You will play all the chords with your left hand. Later, you will play the melody with your right hand.
Start by putting your little finger on C an Octave below Middle C.
Then put your 3rd finger on E and finally the thumb on G.
Now push the three notes down at the same time. It may feel awkward at first, but you’ll get it!

Be sure not to let
your 2nd and 4th
fingers touch the
keys!

For FUN
.

Play the C Chord about one hundred thousand times.
…. Well ….. maybe TEN TIMES!
Remember to play the three keys together at the same time … Try it with your eyes closed!!
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Day 1

The G Chord
Look at the picture and you will see where to put your fingers for the G Chord.

NOTICE!
You only move the 3rd and
5th finger down one note
to form the G Chord.
Got It?

For Fun:
Play the G

Chord until it feels comfortable.

1. Play the C and G chords one after the other. Do this until you can go back and forth
easily. (You may wish to start with just the two outside fingers – thumb and little finger –
and then add the middle finger.)
2. Play the chords with your eyes closed. Listen to the sound of the C Chord and
the G Chord.
3. You can also practice the chords anytime without a piano.
Just IMAGINE playing them … close your eyes and “see” the keyboard in your mind.
“Feel” the keys and “listen” to the sound…… BUT DON’T FALL ASLEEP!
This method will help you learn them very easily and quickly!
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Day 1

The F Chord
Let’s learn the F Chord.
Look at the picture and see where to put your fingers for the F Chord.

For Fun:
Play the F

Chord until it feels comfortable.

1. Play the C and F chords one after the other. Do this until you can go back and forth easily.
Notice that your little finger stays on the C and your thumb moves back and forth on the
white keys. Notice especially that you change back and forth from the second to the third finger.
Practice this at least two hundred thousand times …. Well, twenty times …. !
2. Play the F and G Chords one after the other. Notice that the outside fingers change while the
second finger remains in place when you go back and forth between these chords. Repeat this …
you know how many times … until you can do it easily.
Remember to practice with your eyes closed and also practice away from the piano.
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Day 1

Fun For the Left Hand
Play the following chord

games.

This time KEEP YOUR EYES ON THE PAGE and let your fingers find the keys.
Play them SLOW and then FAST, LOUD, and then SOFT … Have FUN with them.
(There is a picture of the chords at the bottom of the page, but see if you can play them without peeking).

C Chord

Fingering:
Key Names:

___
___

_3_

___

____

_G_

G Chord

_5_ ___
___ ___

F Chord

___

___

___

___

_1_
_F_ ___

___

Try filling in the blanks with the fingering to use and the names of the keys.
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Day 1

Today's Hymn
Sing the following Christmas hymn (or have someone else sing it) and,
at the same time, play the chords with your LEFT HAND.

G

(Push the G note to get the starting pitch)

Silent Night

FANTASTIC !!!
For Fun:
Repeat this hymn ... you know how many times!
Get the whole family to sing along as you play!
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Push the G note
and start singing
on that note.

Day 1

Fun Songs
Here are some additional FUN SONGS
... Try playing these and have FUN!
Start singing on E

Start singing on C

Start singing on E

Start singing on C

GREAT JOB!
DON’T GO ON TO THE NEXT DAY - YET –
Review everything from Day One and get ready for a fresh start TOMORROW !!

And remember ..

“It's Easy !!”
NOTE: If your book and music are in black and white,
COLOR the chord symbols to make them easier to remember!
Use RED for the C Chord,
BLUE for the G Chord,
and GREEN for the F Chord.
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S
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Day Two
Review of Day One
Reading the Notes
Fingering
Step, Skip or Repeat
Fun for the Right Hand
Hands Together
Helps to Learn the Notes/Keys
Today’s Hymn: Lord Dismiss Us
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Here’s what you
will learn today!

Day 2

Review of Day One
Are you ready?
GREAT!
But before you start on Day Two
let’s take a few minutes and review everything from DAY One
especially the

C,G, and F Chords!

C Chord

Fingering:

___

Key Names:

___

___ ___
___

___

G Chord

___ ___
___

F Chord

___

___

___

___

___ ___

___

___

___

Try filling in all the blanks with the fingering to use, and the names of the keys.

What color is the G Chord: ____________
What color is the F Chord: _____________
What color is the G Chord: _____________

Well, let's
let's begin Day Two!
Two!
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Give yourself
treat when you
are done today!

Day 2

Helps For Learning
the Notes and Keys

HELP #1 In the Appendix there is a template that you can use to put on the keyboard. This
shows the keys and the notes that the right hand will be playing. Follow the instructions on the
template for folding the template then place it between the black and white keys and the piano.
HELP #2
#2 There are also some flash cards with the notes on them. Cut them out and put the
names of the notes on the back on them. Keep these with you during the day and pull them out several
times to review them. These should help you memorize them quickly.
HELP #3
#3 There are also some simple fun songs with the notes, chords, and fingering. Try
playing some of these. Try using just one finger to play the melody and say the names of the notes out
loud.

HELP #4
#4 There are also some fun exercises that you may want to try.
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Day 2

READING THE NOTES
It’s EASY to read music!
Each one of those round black dots is called a NOTE.
The little line sticking up or down from the NOTE is called a STEM.
There are five-lines which are called the STAFF.
The NOTES are placed either ON the lines or IN the spaces
in between the lines.

5
lines

Each one of the FIVE LINES and FOUR SPACES represents a white key on the keyboard.
All you need to do read music is to associate
a NOTE on a line (or in a space) with a KEY on the keyboard.
For example: Look at the picture and find the NOTE on the first line.
Every time you see a note on the first line you will play the key named E.
In this way you can almost instantly find the keys when you are reading music.
You will only need to learn eleven (11) notes this week. Today you will learn five (5) of these.

Learn just these 5 notes today!!
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Day 2

FINGERING
Its Easy ...
You choose your own method!
Five Finger Method
In the long run, the best method is to use ALL FIVE FINGERS.
You will eventually be able to play faster this way. Each finger is number 1-5.
The fingering is just like the left hand, the thumb is 1, index finger is 2, …. and your little finger is 5.
The fingering will be below the notes. Just be mindful that each finger can play ANY note.
SECRET: Use the fingers that are already resting comfortably over the notes.

Single Finger Method
At the very beginning you may want to use just ONE FINGER on your RIGHT HAND to play with.
This method may help you to learn how to read music faster, and know where notes are located on the
keyboard.
I recommend using your 2ND Finger since it is the strongest.
If you are used to Twittering or texting … you may try using your THUMB.
If you use just one finger, then ignore the fingering in the music.
Later on you can learn to use all 5 fingers. Whatever works … works!!!

The SECRET for fingering is to use the
fingering that is easiest for you !!
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Day 2

Step,
tep,

or Repeat
STEP

When the notes STEP from LINE to SPACE or from SPACE to LINE,
you play the white keys next to each other.

.
When the notes SKIP from LINE to LINE or from SPACE to SPACE
you play it by skipping over a key and playing every other key.
Read and play the following patterns of notes with the right hand.

REPEAT
When you see the same note REPEATED, you play the same white key over again.
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Day 2

Fun For the Right Hand

Let’s have some FUN !!
Go to your keyboard and READ and PLAY the following patterns of notes.
(They are not tunes, but don’t worry, you’ll be reading tunes soon enough.)

Watch how the notes either STEP,

or REPEAT.

Keep your eyes on the music and let your fingers find the keys. Say the names of the notes OUT LOUD.
(The numbers below the notes indicate which finger to use.)
For FUN try using just one finger and then all 5 fingers.
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Look out!
The 2nd finger is used here.

Day 2

Fun For the Right Hand

Repeat

Step
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Day 2

Day 2
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Hands Together

Now you’re ready to put both hands together!!
Don’t worry, IT’S

EASY!!

First, say and play the chords with the left hand alone.
Second, say just the names of the notes out loud.
Third, say and play the notes with the right hand alone.
Fourth, play the chords AND the notes together with both hands.

Exercise 2

HINT: COLOR the chord symbols
(C = RED, F = GREEN, G = BLUE)
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Day 2
Exercise 3
2

Hands Together
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Day 2
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Okay … let’s
review what we
have learned
today!!

Day 2

Daily Review
1.

Fill in the names of these notes

2.

Fill in the blanks with “skip, step, or repeat.”

3.

Here is your new hymn for the day. Sing
Sing the following hymn (or have someone else sing

.

it) and, at the same time play the chords with your left hand. If you are not familiar with this
hymn it is the same tune as “Go Tell Aunt Rhody”.

Start singing on
the E above
middle C.
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Day 2
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Day 2
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Day Three
Review
Three New Notes (A, B, C)
Readying Rhythms
Time Signatures
Daily Review
Today’s Hymn:
Jesus, Once of Humble Birth
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Here’s what you will
learn today!

Day 3
A,B,C,D,E,F,G

Review
Today is going to be EASY,
EASY but let’s first do a quick review.
Get you flash cards out and go through them.
Go to your keyboard and try playing the music below ….
Remember how to sit at the piano
and how to place your hand on the keyboard.

Say the names of the notes out loud.
Have FUN !!

Fingering:
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Day 3

Three New Notes (A,B,C)
Today you will learn three new notes: A, B,

and C.
Notice that these notes are to the right of Middle C.

B is on the
Middle Line!!

Play the following music samples.
Try playing them with ONE FINGER … then with all your fingers.
SAY
SAY the names of the notes out loud to help you remember them.

Fingering:

Watch the fingering,
it can be tricky!
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Day 3

Lines and Spaces
Here is an EASY way to learn all the names of the notes on the lines and spaces.

FACE

Every Good Boy Does Fine

Cat

Dog
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Day 3

It’s Easy
to read rhythms!

Reading Rhythms
Music is divided into measures.
A bar line separate the measures.
A double bar marks the end of the music.

There are several kinds of notes that are found in the hymns.
Today we will learn three of them.

Count:

Count:
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Day 3

Can you count to 4??

Time Signatures
The Time Signature is always found at the beginning of a
piece of music following the Treble Clef Sign.
In this course, you will need to learn only three time signatures.

2 3 4
4 4 4

Count:

Count:
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Day 3

Daily Review
1. Fill in the blanks:

2. Name these notes:

3. What is the phrase to remember the notes on the FIVE LINES? ________________

4. What do the names of the four notes in the spaces spell? ________________
5. What does Cats and Dogs stand for? _______________
6.

A quarter Note

gets _____________ count or beat.

A ___________ Note

gets ______________ counts or beats.

A dotted _____________ Note

. gets ___________ counts or beats.

A ___________ ___________
7.

gets one beat, the same as a Quarter Note.

Time Signatures:
How many beats to a measure in 3 / 4 time? ________
How many beats to a measure in 2 / 4 time? ________
How many beats to a measure in 4 / 4 time? _________
Hmm…. these questions aren’t
too hard… are they?.

It’s Easy !!
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Day 3

Fun Exercises
Steps for practicing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Play just the chords in the left hand
Tap and Count the rhythm (just count to 4).
Play just the melody and Say the names of the notes
Play just the melody and Count the rhythm.
Play the melody and ADD the chords in the left hand.
Have FUN !!

Wow!! Do
you think I
can do this?

Fingering

Remember: any finger can play any note!!
Do what is most comfortable.
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Day 3

Today's Hymn
Hymn
Let’s try our new hymn for today.
Use the “Steps for practicing”
Remember to color in the chord symbols.
NOTE: the line 1 and line 3 are almost the same!! Line 2 and 5 are too !!

Jesus, Once of Humble Birth

Fingering

Count:

Don’t confuse the fingering with the counting.
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Day Four
Three New Notes (D, E, F)
F)
How to Remember Note Names
Learning More Rhythms
Hymn: Silent Night
Hymn: Lord, Dismiss Us with Thy Blessing
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Here’s what you will
learn today!

Day 4

Three New Notes (D, E, F)
Today you will learn just three new notes D, E, and F
Notice that these notes are an octave ABOVE Middle C.

Play the following music samples ... First with one finger and then with all fingers.
Say the names of the notes out loud.
For FUN .. play them backwards starting with the last note !

Fingering

CAREFUL!!
Watch the fingering.
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Day 4

How to Remember
Note Names
Here are some simple ways to remember the note names.
The notes

IN the SPACES spell the word: FACE

You are a good boy
… aren’t you ??

The notes

ON the LINES stand for:

Every Good Boy Does Fine

There are two notes BELOW the lines and spaces.
Just think of your favorite music “CD” you listen to.
These are for Middle C and the D to the right of it
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Day 4

Learning More Rhythms
Today you will learn two new rhythms.
The first rhythm is Eighth Notes
and the second rhythm is Dotted Quarter Notes.

Count

( or two beats )

Count
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Day 4

Daily Review
1.

Name and play these notes:

Can you play these

sideways?

2. A Quarter Note

gets _____________ count or beat.

An __________ Note

get only a half a count.

A Dotted Quarter Note

is the same as __________ how many Eighth Notes ( ).

A Dotted Quarter Note followed by an Eight Note
Notes and gets how many beats__________

is the same as _______ Eighth

3. What do the names of the notes in the spaces spell: _______________
4. What do the names of the notes on the lines stand for: ____ _____ _____ ______ _______
5. What are the names of the two notes below the lines and spaces _______
6. Today you will learn two Hymns !!
You have already learned the left hand for these on Day One and Day Two.
The first hymn, “Silent Night”, is a very familiar Christmas hymn. However, the rhythm is
tricky – so count it carefully. Also notice the hymn uses the three new notes you learned
today. You may want to circle these to help you.
The second hymn, “Lord, Dismiss Us” is the same tune as “Go Tell Aunt Rhody.” Notice that
the 1st, 2nd, and 4th lines are the same, so you have to learn only the 1st line and 3rd line.
Remember to COLOR the chord symbols

Yahoo!!
You get to play a

Christmas Hymn
today with both hands!!.

It’s Easy !!
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Start this one with the

third finger

Day 4

Silent Night

Fingering

Count
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I filled in the notes with
their names and colored
the chords for you.

Day 4

Fingering

Careful !
The fingering has nothing to do
with the counting.
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Day Five
Introductions for the Hymns
Fermata
The Pedals
Hymn: Come Unto Jesus
Hymn: Hope of Isreal
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Here’s what you will
learn today!

Day 5

Introductions
for the Hymns
How are you doing?
Today should be an easy one for you.
It is helpful to play a short introduction before people start singing. An introduction sets the tempo for
the hymn and allows people to get ready to sing. There are a couple of ways of doing the introduction.
Option 1: play just the last four or eight measures at the end of the hymn.
Option 2:
2 if it is a short hymn then just play thru the whole hymn.
Option 2:
where the introduction
2 For all the hymns I have put a pair of brackets
could also be. Some hymns have two sets of brackets … a pair at the beginning of the piece and
another pair at the end of the piece. Others just have one set.
Here is an example in today’s hymn. You play the first two lines … then play the last two lines.

A good idea is to
circle the
brackets with a
colored pencil
so they are easy
to find.
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Day 5

FERMATA
Sometimes in the a hymn we hold a note longer than its normal count.
There is a special symbol that tells us when to do this.

It is called a Fermata (fur-ma-ta).

It is placed ABOVE a note and means you hold that note a little longer.
It is kind of like a ‘pause’ …
There is a Fermata in today’s hymn, “Come Unto Jesus”.
You may want to circle it so you don’t forget it.

Make sure you watch the
chorister to see how long
they hold the fermata
BEFORE they go on to
the next note.
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Day 5

The Pedals
Keyboards can have one, two or three PEDALS.
Most pianos have two or three pedals while an electronic keyboard may only have one.

The Left Pedal is called
the SOFT PEDAL.
The pedal isn’t really soft.
You use it to play very softly.
Try it and see.

The Right Pedal (or the single pedal) is
always called the SUSTAINING PEDAL.
You use it to sustain and add richness to the
sounds.

The Middle Pedal, if there is one, usually doesn’t work and besides, you will never have to use it!
The Good News is that the Right Pedal (sustaining pedal) is the only you need to use.

For FUN :

Do the following and repeat it until it feels natural to use the Right Pedal.

1. Place your foot on the RIGHT PEDAL.
Keep your heel on the floor
and the ball of your foot on the PEDAL.
2. Wiggle your foot up and down a few times to get the “feel” of the pedal action.
3. Play the C CHORD with your left hand and depress the PEDAL with your foot a fraction of a
second later.
4. Hold the PEDAL down and lift your hand off the keyboard.
The chord should continue to sound.
5. Now play the G CHORD and let the PEDAL up at the same time and then depress it
immediately before taking your hand off the keys. Hold the PEDAL down and slowly lift your
hand off the keys. When you want the sound to stop, release the PEDAL.
If you do this correctly the chords will sound connected without a break between them.
There will also be no blurring together of the two chords.
There are no Pedal Markings in the hymns so CHANGE THE PEDAL when the chord changes or when the melody begins
to sound “MUDDY” or “BLURRED”.
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Day 4

Daily Review
1.

What is the name of this symbol and what does it mean: _____________

2. Which pedal do you use to sustain the sound and give richness to the sound _____________?
3. What do you do if the sound gets “MUDDY” or there is a chord change?
change?

4. What do these symbols mean?
____________________________________
5. How many sets of these symbols can be in a hymn? ______________
6.

What are the three options for doing introductions?
1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________

So you don’t forget the
hymns you have already
learned … Go back and
review and then ALL !!
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Day 5

Today's Hymns
Today you have two new hymns to learn. Make sure you COLOR the chords.
There are two new items. See if you can find them. Try using the pedals on these hymns.
There are two different versions of each hymn.
One has the names of the notes inside the notes … and the other doesn’t.
See which one is easier to follow right now.

Come Unto Jesus

Fingering
Count
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Day 5
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Day 5
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Day 5
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Day 5
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Day 5

Hope of Israel

Fingering

Count

The fingering in the second measure is tricky.
You may want to practice that measure several times all by itself.
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Day Six
Thumb Under
The Up-Beat
Dotted Eighth & Sixteenth Notes
Daily Review
Today’s Hymn: God Be With You
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Here’s what you will
learn today!

Day 6

Thumb Under
At Last! The FINAL day!!
Just three new concepts today and you’re all through !!
In the hymn you will learn today, “God Be With You”, there are two passages where the fingering
appears to be unusual. T
The thumb will have to cross under the third finger (middle finger) in order to play its note.

It is really quite easy !! (but it does take some practice).
Here is the passage:

While you play the first two notes with your second and third finger,
move your thumb underneath the third finger so that it can play the “G”

Practice these measures several times until you feel comfortable with them.
This pattern will occur in many of the hymns that you will be learning
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Day 6

The Up-Beat
Hymns sometimes begin with one beat immediately in front of the first bar line.
This is called an up-beat or a pick-up.
pick-up
Here are some hymns with Up-beats:
There is an Hour of Peace and Rest
We Thank Thee, O God, for a Prophet
Redeemer of Israel
Sweet Hour of Prayer
The Lord My Pasture Will Prepare

Here is the FIRST LINE of “Sweet Hour of Prayer”

Count: 3
Here is the LAST LINE of that hymn.

Count: 1 2
Notice that the last measure of this hymn has a half note which only gets TWO COUNTS.
You would count ONE – TWO …
The third count comes on quarter note of the first measure.
The chorister will be lifting their arm upwards when you play that first note.
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Day 6

Dotted Ei
Eighth
ghth Note
and Sixteenth Notes

The DOTTEED EIGTH and SIXTEENTH NOTES can be written in two (2) ways:
With FLAGS like this:

or with BEAMS like this:

Here is a delicious, tasty, savory, appetizing way to count DOTTED EIGHTH and SIXTEENTH
NOTES
“One Potato, Two Potato, Three Potato, Four Potato”
Now add the notes to the words like this:

Now CLAP and say the rhythm words for the DOTTED EIGHTH and SIXTEENTH NOTES
until you can do them with ease.

In the hymn today you will be playing this rhythm several times. Here is the passage.
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Day 6

Daily Review
1.

What does THUMB UNDER mean ? _____________

2. What is an UP-BEAT (pick-up beat) mean ? _____________
3.

What type of note is this?

4. How many beats does this get?
5.

What type of note is this?

6.

How would you count this?

TOP SECRETS
As you play when other people are singing, it is easy to get flustered!
Just take it easy and have fun!!
Another SECRET we have learned if you do get flustered, or if the melody part is too difficult,
just continue playing only the chords with the left hand and forget about the right hand!
You could also try playing just the FIRST NOTE of each measure with the right hand and all the
chords with the left hand. People will be able to sing the melody and you will still sound great!
It’s time to learn our FINAL hymn … “God Be With You Till We Meet Again”
Remember how to practice it.

Good Luck!
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LEARN TO PLAY

S

IX HYMNS IN SIX DAY

S

Day Seven
Seven
"A Hymn A Day" / “Top Secrets”

Final Thoughts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Additional Hymns:
Secret Prayer
We Thank Thee, O God, For a Prophet
Redeemer of Israel
Come, Ye Children of the Lord
Sweet Hour of Prayer
The Lord, My Pasture Will Prepare

Templates / Flash Cards / Additional Exercises
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Here’s what you will
learn today!

Day 7

"A Hymn A Day"
Now that you completed the first SIX DAYS,
it is important to continue to practice each day!!
Make sure you review each hymn you have learned.
You might even try to MEMORIZE them !!!
You have learned all the basics to continue to learn the hymns and other music written in this special
easy-to-play fashion.
We have include additional hymns for you.
Try learning a new hymn each day. Just follow these steps:
1. Remember to COLOR the chord symbols.
2. Tap and count the rhythm (do this three 3-5 times).
3. Play just the melody with the Right Hand while counting the rhythm (do this five times).
4. Play just the chords with the Left Hand while counting the rhythm (do this five times).
5. Play both the melody and the chords together. Start slowly and then build up the speed.
6. Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 until the hymn is mastered!
Finally … try teaching
teaching this course to others … it will help you learn faster and it will bless the
lives of many others.

"Top Secrets"
As you play when other people are singing, it is
easy to get flustered!
Just take it easy and have fun!
A secret we have learned if you do get
flustered, or if the melody part is too difficult, is to
continue playing the chords with the left hand and
just
forget about the right hand!
You could also try playing just the first note of each measure with the right hand and
all the chords with the left hand. People will be able to sing the melody and you will still sound great!
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Day 7

"Final Thoughts"
Congratulations!!!!! Your have finished WEEK ONE !!
Music is a gift from God. He gives us talents in order that we may share
them with others. Don’t ever give up! It is never too late to learn!
The Lord will bless and keep you as you show your faith in this great work!!
I would love to hear from you on how you did … and what improvements / suggestions you might have.
Please email me at sixhymns@hotmail.com
There are over additional 130+ “Big Note” Hymns and Children Songbook songs
available on the internet at my web site that are specially arranged in this style. There will be also
separate instructional videos for each hymn where I will personally teach you how to play each one !!
You have four (4) different versions you can select from:
• In COLOR with the note names inside the notes
• In COLOR with just the plain notes
• In BLACK/WHITE with the note names inside notes
• In BLACK/WHITE with just the plain notes
(If you download the BLACK/WHITE version, make sure you COLOR the chord symbols.)
In WEEK TWO,
TWO you will learn:
And remember …
• How to play in the KEY of G
• How to play a couple of BLACK notes
• Play all the hymns formatted in this special easy-to-play style.
• How to play prelude and postlude music.
• How to do variations with the LEFT HAND
• And much much more !

“It’s Easy !!!”
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FLASH CARDS
Cut these flash card out …. Put the names of the notes on the back side.
Carry these with you and review them several times during the day
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“FUN” for the Right Hand
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“FUN” for the Right Hand
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“FUN” for the Right Hand
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“FUN” for the Right Hand
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“FUN” for the BOTH HANDS
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Exercise 6

“FUN” for the BOTH HANDS
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Have your ever wanted
to play a hymn?
If you have, then this course is for you!.
Whether you have never played before … or
learn years long agobut have forgotten …
this course is designed to teach you enough
basic skills so that in just a few days you will
be able to play at least SIX HYMNS.

Look here friend!
I know you’re going to
succeed in Learning to play
these six hymns!

Simply follow the directions carefully, repeat
everything every day, relax and enjoy yourself
and … well, … you may not become a concert
pianist in six days but your you may surprise
ourself with what you can do.
By using the free

on-line internet

videos you will have as many private lessons
as you want. You will also progress more
rapidly!!
We hope you will enjoy using the book and the
videos and that wherever you find a keyboard at
home, at school, at church, or in the mission
field you will play the hymns with delight!

David Potter
Reid Nibley

And remember …

“It’s Easy !!!”
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